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What a bumper issue we have for you! I don't know about other law
librarians, but I have been stumped in the past when questioned on why an
important judgment was not reported in any of law reports. We have two
informative articles by Louis Podbielski of Juta and Shebash Pillay of
LexisNexis, regarding the selection criteria used for their respective law
reports series.
Shirley Gilmore's article reports on the free online consolidated legislation
project, which has been undertaken by the University of Pretoria's Law
Library and SAFLII. OSALL salutes all those involved in this important
project.
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Lydia Craemer had the opportunity to tutor budding journalists on how
legislation gets passed and on accessing legal resources. Her article is very
useful and I have already made mental notes for my next training session.

Secretary
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Fellow law librarian, Maropene Ramabina provides us with a useful article on
Dropbox, a free service which may be used to store, transfer and share files
via cloud storage. I can't wait to explore this free service.
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While our regular columnist Mary Bruce, gives us good fodder in her
informative article which discusses responsible use of third party information,
we provide you with some information about www.ConCourtBlog.com
Did you know that the SA Public Law journal has changed its title? You will
find this and more from Nico Ferreira, our loyal columnist who diligently
assists us by compiling important lists for us of recent journal articles, new
books, E-resources and conference papers.
Please note the following when submitting newsletter items for
publication: All articles must be submitted in Word format while adverts and
pictures must please be sent as JPEG attachments.
Special appeal from the Committee: We desperately need a kind member
to sit on our committee as Secretary. Please contact our Chair, Meryl Federl
should you be interested in assisting us.

For all newsletter contributions:
Varsha Sookdhaw
(Editor)
Tel: (011) 286 6954
Email: varshas@rmlaw.co.za

Thank you to all who have submitted articles for this issue.
Kind regards,
Varsha
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judgments, editors have to make more difficult decisions.
So, for example, a judgment might add something novel
to the law, but in an area which only a handful of

Judgment selection for Juta law reports

specialised practitioners would find of interest.

By Louis Podbielski

The editor would then have to decide whether to report

Managing Editor, Law Reports

the case for their exclusive benefit, bearing in mind that

Juta

the Law Reports are circulated to a wide cross section of
the legal community. Or a judgment might deal in a novel

Juta‟s law reports team comprises publishing and

way with a topic of general interest on which several

electronic staff, as well as editors who previously worked

judgments have already been reported.

as attorneys or advocates. The editors have various
functions including editing, writing headnotes, compiling

A judgment‟s precedential weight depends primarily on

annotations and creating Indexes.

its legal content, not on the citation(s) it might carry. A
reported judgment would seem to have more authority

By far our most important task is the selection of cases

than an unreported judgment since it has been selected

for reporting. Each year we receive over 2500 judgments

and appears „official‟.

from the courts of the country and we carefully read each
to decide which are to be included in the South African

However, the real benefit of a reported judgment lies in

Law Reports or the Criminal Law Reports.

its accessibility, which is what a reported series offers.
Yet

many practitioners

are

becoming

increasingly

Formerly we relied on the so-called Colman Principles to

interested

guide us in case selection. These were compiled in the

represented by (searchable) databases of unreported

1970s by Justice George Colman of the Transvaal

cases, particularly since every reported case is at first an

Provincial Division, and can be found at 2002 (1) SA 905.

unreported case.

in the

vast

and

underutilised

resource

For many years they were of invaluable assistance, but
over time it was felt that they were overly mechanical and

Most of our judgments are sourced directly from the

somewhat

courts, and are received soon after handing down. Juta

outdated,

particularly

in

view

of

the

fundamental changes in the legal landscape.

also has a network of court reporters and legal
professionals that send us judgments of interest.

The editors therefore embarked, in consultation with
various judges and academics, on a process of

The incoming judgments are added to Juta’s Unreported

formulating a new set of selection criteria. They may be

Judgments (JDR) where they are given a summary which

found at 2012 (4) SA 660, and are also reproduced

categorises the case under the law subject index. From

below.

this database the judgments are selected for reporting,
according to the new selection criteria.

Most judgments merely apply trite law to new facts, and
are easily marked not reportable, while others are so

Only about 15 % of the thousands of judgments received

clearly groundbreaking and precedent-setting as to leave

are reported in the South African Law Reports (SA) or the

no doubt as to their reportability. However, when dealing

Criminal Law Reports (SACR). Labour law cases will be

with the middle ground occupied by many of the

reported in the Industrial Law Journal (ILJ) and
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cases

in

Burrell’s

Intellectual

Property Reports (BIP).

4. New legislation and invalidity of legislation
Judgments that deal with the interpretation
and application of legislation that is likely to

These days, neutral citations are becoming more

be of wide application will enjoy precedence,

frequently used, and Juta includes these in our reported

as

cases, underneath the case number, e g [2013] ZACC 5

legislation invalid.

will

those

declaring

provisions

of

(Constitutional Court); [2013] ZASCA 45 (Supreme Court
of Appeal) and [2011] ZAWCHC 388 (Western Cape

5. Quality

High Court).

Preference will be given to short, concisely
written judgments that focus on the material

JUDGMENT SELECTION CRITERIA

facts and which clearly, unambiguously and

(REPORTABILITY) 2012 (4) SA 660

with

“1. Precedential significance and novelty
To qualify for selection a judgment must
make a material contribution to the law by:

linear

reasoning

reach

decision.

The

recitation

principles

and

unnecessary

familiar

precedent

of

will

a

definite

well-known
quoting

detract

of

from

reportability, as will lengthy discourses on
collateral or irrelevant issues.

• introducing new principles of law or
departing from established ones;
• dealing with new or developing areas of the
law; or
• resolving uncertainties in or conflicts or
inconsistencies in earlier judgments.

6. Diversity
The selection of judgments will, as far as
reasonably possible and with due regard to
the

aforementioned

criteria,

reflect

jurisdictional diversity.”

2. Court hierarchy

If you ever have questions about the law reports, please

Judgments of the Constitutional Court and

feel free to drop me an email at lpodbiel@juta.co.za

the Supreme Court of Appeal will enjoy
precedence over those of other courts.

3. General interest and relevance to the
average practitioner
As far as reasonably possible judgments that
are of specific interest to legal practitioners,
such as those dealing with matters of

Case Selection Criteria and The All South African
Law Reports
(with which is included a brief history of law report
publishing at LexisNexis South Africa)
By Shebash Pillay
Editor: All South African Law Reports and Butterworths
Constitutional Law Reports
LexisNexis

practice and the legal profession, as well as
those having a significant impact on the

A. Introduction

general population, will be included.
In the field of law reporting, the axiomatic problem of
case selection comes to the fore more often than not.
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Essentially, a concern of any commercially sustainable
law report series (when published in print), the problem of
“case selection” is effectively mitigated in an online
environment.
B. Case selection criteria
For the editors of the All South African Law Reports, this
challenge within a print environment is overcome by
applying well-known principles to the selection of
judgments and by being guided by the courts‟ own
indications of reportability.
The All South African Law Reports follows a three-stage
process for the selection of judgments to be published:
1. The elementary screening of judgments using the
courts‟ own indication of reportability;
2. Thereafter, the use of a Case Outline sheet
(completed by its court reporters and advocates)
consisting of:
 A “grading” section which is marked according to
whether the judgment is “most important”,
“moderately important”, “mildly important”;
 A function section which is marked according to
whether the judgment “sets new precedent”,
“reverses a legal principle” or “confirms a legal
principle”;
 A Subject box, where the advocate sets out the
Fields of law (e.g. Contempt of court, restraint of
trade) and a little note about what the judgment
is about and what legislation is discussed.
This is a rapid means of deciding whether or not a
judgment should be published;
Those reporters who do not make use of the
standard Case Outline sheet, still provide the
relevant information via e-mail, when sending in
electronic copies of judgments.
3. Thereafter, an editorial screening of judgments using
the well-known criteria for reportability of judgments
as formulated by the late Mr Justice George Colman
of the erstwhile Transvaal Provincial Division.
The All South African Law Reports are reviewed by its
Honourary Consulting Editor for the relevance of its case
selection, and for the veracity of its summaries and flynotes.
C. A brief history of law report publishing by
LexisNexis South Africa
In 1947, Butterworth and Company (Africa) Ltd (later to
be acquired by Reed Elsevier and merge with
LexisNexis) commenced publishing The All South African
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Law Reports. Juta and Company Limited also
commenced publishing The South African Law Reports
that same year.
Following upon a request issuing from a meeting of the
General Bar Council held in 1947, Butterworths and Juta
agreed that only a single series of law reports would be
published to reflect the judgments of the several divisions
of the Supreme Courts of the Republic of South Africa
and also within Southern Africa.
The right to publish the sole series was acquired by Juta
who purchased the right to do so from Butterworths for a
consideration. The new title: The South African Law
Reports with which are amalgamated The All South
African Law Reports was published by Juta under a joint
Butterworths and Juta imprint.
For nearly 50 years this situation prevailed, with the
South African Law Reports becoming synonymous with
the reporting of judgments within the Republic of South
Africa, although other law report series persisted (such
as the Prentice-Hall series).
In 1994, following upon the new Constitutional
dispensation within the Republic of South Africa and,
thereafter, the enactment of the Competition Act of 1998,
Butterworths took the decision to once again commence
publishing law reports. It did so by publishing, in 1994, its
specialist series Butterworths Constitutional Law Reports
and Butterworths Labour Law Reports.
In 1995, Butterworths took the decision to establish a
general series of law reports. Looking to its history and
also that of its parent company in London, Butterworths
styled its new series “The All South African Law Reports”
(after the The All England Law Reports). In 1996, The All
South African Law Reports appeared, being published
once a week in a magazine format.
Butterworths then, simultaneously with the publication of
its law report titles in print, began to publish them
electronically: first on CD-ROM, then later on the internet.
These titles were eventually to be included within My
LexisNexis.
Further specialist titles followed in print and were also
published electronically: Butterworths Arbitration Law
Reports (1998), Butterworths Pensions Law Reports
(1999) and Butterworths Competition Law Reports
(2000).
In the electronic research field, Judgments Online (an
electronic repository of all judgments available to
LexisNexis) and the research tool, the Legal Citator, were
created in 1997 and 2001, respectively.
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Today, The All South African Law Reports is published
twice a month in a paperback volume together with a
quarterly accumulative index and is complemented by
Butterworths Consolidated Index and Noter-up to The All
South African Law Reports and the South African Law
Reports (“Gracie‟s”) and its annualised supplements.

Free Online Consolidated Legislation Project
By Shirley Gilmore
Head: Oliver R Tambo Law Library
University of Pretoria
The University of Pretoria's Law Library in partnership
with SAFLII, have begun a project to place the South
African consolidated legislation free online. This
mammoth project will take a long time and will be housed
in the Law Library at UP.
Free legislation is available in most, if not all the
developed countries and it can be argued that in South
Africa we need to follow suit. It will mean that the man on
the street, people running businesses or wishing to do
business in South Africa, and anyone else worldwide, will
be able to go to the Internet to find updated South African
laws.
We would like to thank Kevin Daly of the Constitutional
Court Trust, Robert Gachago of SAFLII, Robert Moropa
of the Library Services of UP, and last, but not least, Ruth
Ward for their constant support and encouragement.

Here be monsters: introducing journalists to the
unknown world of law
By Lydia Craemer
Johannesburg Bar Library

From 6-10 May 2013, the Institute for the Advancement
of Journalism held a course called “Navigating the
Courts” facilitated by Business Day journalist, Franny
Rabkin.
The curriculum for the course was very comprehensive.
The objectives of the course were defined as “… to equip
legal reporters with the skills they need to do their job.
This will include a basic theoretical grounding in key
areas of law, how courts and legislation work as well as
practical skills like how to find legal resources and how to
navigate the court system….”

The curriculum included the following topics and practical
exercises: The Constitution, the separation of powers
and the rule of law ; Finding legal stories ; The courts ;
Reporting a judgment ; Legislation – how it gets passed ;
Civil litigation ; Criminal Litigation ; Reporting court
hearings ; Accessing court documents ; Accessing legal
resources ; Reporting rights ; Latin phrases and court
lingo quiz ; The Judiciary and the Judicial Service
Commission ; The legal profession ; Practical exercise –
navigating court papers ; The rules for journalists when
reporting in court ; Practical: reporting a hearing.
Franny enlisted the services of Judges, Advocates and
legal experts to cover various areas. She approached me
on the recommendation of one of my OSALL colleagues
to “tutor” the journalists on accessing legal resources.
After she had difficulty locating someone who could
assist with teaching them about how legislation gets
passed, she approached me and I agreed to assist with
that section too. It was ten years ago that I presented a
session at an OSALL workshop on how legislation is
passed at Provincial and Local Government level. I
dusted off my presentation and tweaked it to cover the
required outcomes which were given as “…Learners
should come out of this presentation with a clear
understanding of the various phases of law-making.
They should know how legislation is prepared, how it is
tabled, how it goes through parliament and how it comes
into effect. Also the difference between legislation,
regulations and rules….” I covered National legislation in
depth, and Kallie Pauw and Salome Vranas allowed me
to use some of their material which gave the journalists a
more in-depth introduction than a 60 minute presentation
would allow. I briefly touched on Provincial and Local
Government legislation, which was welcomed by the
journalists.
They had quite a few questions about all levels of
legislation, and it was a very useful session for everyone
involved. I did warn them that if they ever again called a
Bill an Act (having been shown the difference between
the two) the law librarians “would turn into rather nasty
customers and come after them!”
The session on accessing legal resources covered the
world of research on the Internet. The outcomes were
stated as “…Much of legal reporting depends on
research. Unlike lawyers, journalists do not have easy
access to law reports, updated legislation, Lawsa and
textbooks. Students should know how, despite these
disadvantages, they can access as much of these
resources as they can on the internet….”
I explained the difference between subscription and nonsubscription based formats of electronic legal
information, both in CD/DVD and Internet-based formats.
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I concentrated on research skills on the Internet. I
showed them how to find case law from the
Constitutional Court, The Supreme Court of Appeal and
SAFLII websites, and showed them how the
Constitutional Court and SCA both have added-value
information in the form of supplementary court
documentation or information bulletins which can prove
extremely useful. I also issued a warning regarding
SAFLII: not all judgments handed down are uploaded to
SAFLII because SAFLII depends on the input of the
courts.
I also explained that statutory bodies like the Pension
Funds Adjudicator may make judgments available on
their websites. I showed them how to locate legislation
but with a huge “WARNING” sign attached – very little, if
any legislation on the web is completely current and
consolidated and one can only find what is released into
the public domain. I suggested they contact Parliament or
the Parliamentary Monitoring Group to make quite sure
they have access to the most recent version of Bills
tabled, and to contact the legal publishers with regard to
Acts and related legislation. I also thought it prudent to
show them how the quality of websites differ when it
comes to sourcing legislation, some are great while some
are not so great. I covered Wikipedia because that is
such a common first access point for research.
Delighted was I that they knew that one uses Wikipedia
as a tool to guide one in a given direction, although I did
warn them not to use it as an authority because in law
one has to be 100% certain of one‟s facts. I also taught
them how to evaluate a website.
We also had a quick quiz, where I asked them to find
certain cases – their reward was a chocolate if they found
the correct case, and I did give them some tricky
questions! I showed them an example of bad reporting
from a newspaper report about a man who sued the
police for damages after a bullet ricocheted.
The one party was given as “Peter Kabelo” in the report;
the case was Minister of Police v Tshwanyane
(A5037/2012, 20606/2010) [2013] ZAGPJHC 2 (7
February 2013). Peter Kabelo are the Christian names of
Mr Tshwanyane!
All in all, both sessions were productive; the journalists
learnt a lot and I learnt from them. The sessions were
relaxed and interactive and I‟m hoping to get a list of the
names of attendees, so I have some useful contacts!
Depending on how brave I feel, I might upload the
presentation s to Slideshare or Prezi, to make them freely
available for reference purposes, and if I do, I‟ll notify the
listserv.
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Dropbox in Libraries
By Maropene Ramabina
Law Librarian; University of Venda Law Library
Still using hardcover books to record new books in the
library? Still recording materials sent for binding on
books? Still manually recording weeded or damaged
library materials? How do we record handover reports
from one team to another e.g. day team to evening shift?
Still emailing each other documents?
Dropbox is a free service that lets you bring your photos,
documents, and videos anywhere and share them easily.
It is a cloud storage file. DropBox is a way to store,
transfer, share and backup files in the cloud, where you
don‟t need to worry about your drive crashing or house
burning down. It can be used to get documents from
home computer to work computer and vice versa. It can
be used to keep personal and public stuff. A shared
folder is used to share public documents with colleagues
or friends. An internet connection is needed to
synchronize the file that is the only requirement.
When you first sign up you get 2GB for free and you may
increase your free space through referrals, games, and
other methods. You can also go for a paid plan should
you require more than the free space. Files may be
accessed from any PC with an internet connection. More
information can be found at: www.dropbox.com.
The University of Venda Law Library is using Dropbox
successfully. Staff members use it to record new books,
journals, reports, etc. through a shared folder named Law
Library documents. They have access to this folder from
PCs and can easily update the lists which automatically
updates on all the shared workstations. It is now easier
for UNIVEN Law Library staff members to access and
record new materials arriving online without any hassles.
Overall, it‟s a great service. You can go for just the free
service or go for the 50GB or larger plans and store all
your data in the secure cloud. Either way, it‟s something I
completely recommend for libraries to share documents!

ConCourtBlog
http://concourtblog.com/ConCourtBlog.html

The ConCourtBlog is dedicated to impartially reporting on
the Constitutional Court of South Africa and aims to
provide a source of information and education about the
Constitutional Court, its decisions and its judges.
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Previews of cases and analysis of some of the Court‟s
more recent decisions will be provided, while
occasionally featuring a case before it is set down. One
may find a statistical analysis of the Constitutional Court‟s
decisions, the voting patterns and work output of its
judges, and a few aspects of some interesting cases.
The blog also provides the following: Upcoming hearings,
Recent hearings, Court calendar, Recent judgments,
Applications for leave and Justices' Biographies.

http://pinterest.com/
By Mary Bruce
mary@lawsoc.co.za

Responsible Use of Third Party Information
When it comes to growing old, gracefully or otherwise,
Mick Jagger remains among those who just don‟t seem
to submit to the process at all. Looking at others like Bon
Jovi and Steven Tyler seems to imply a link to the music
industry but this theory is short-lived. Had I attempted a
musical career, my life expectancy would have instantly
assumed a span measured in minutes rather than
decades. As I come from a line of musicians, my paternal
grandmother and I being the notable exceptions, we look
to the one-formerly-known-as-the-Teen to solve the
mystery. She is pursuing a career in genetics and
science may answer the conundrum where family despair
and introspection have failed. At six years of age,
showing a maturity beyond my years, I abandoned any
attempts to guide me into this field, to be honest it had
more to do with a horror of making adults cry again than
maturity. Well, adults to whom I am related, seeing my
music teacher reduced to a similar state not too long
afterwards had a strong element of satisfaction as she
was the one who insisted I take my turn at singing in front
of the class despite my justified modesty.
Returning to Jagger, it was with interest that I read he
has taken to Twitter in a truly brilliant interaction with
1
fans . Although next month marks the Glastonberry
festival„s forty-third year and, for those of us who don‟t
remember their early days, the Rolling-Stones have been
around for fifty-one years, this is the first time the twain
shall meet. In a move that allowed input from anyone

who cared to make it, Jagger asked his 450 000 Twitter
followers for suggestions in compiling the set list for the
festival. This coupled with the news that he and his family
intend to join the campers should do magical things to
the attendance figures.
Another magical figure, Twitter handles four hundred
million messages a day. New security measures were
implemented during April in light of recent high-profile
hacking of media accounts in particular (an example: the
compromised Associated Press account tweeted about
an explosion at the White House, this piece of
2
misinformation impacted even on financial markets) .
Users now have access to an optional “login verification”
service. Browsers require users to enter a six-digit
identification code; those accessing the service via PCs
and smartphones use an auto-generated temporary
password. This hasn‟t reduced the importance of secure
passwords and obviously cannot be a deterrent if a
device itself is hacked as whoever controls the device
controls the account.
Another social media service that has made significant
3
changes in recent weeks is LinkedIn . It has updated its
user privacy policy, partly to explain the way it collects
and uses personal data. One of the features to be aware
of is LinkedIn Contacts which interacts between contacts
on a device and those on LinkedIn, think carefully of what
information you may be making accessible to others.
WebTechLaw director Paul Jacobson cautions anyone
who uses LinkedIn to be aware of the implications of the
indemnification clause in the user agreement. Even
closing your account may not undo past decisions to
submit personal information of third parties ; as Jacobson
says “LinkedIn reserves the right to retain data after you
have closed your account . . . you should factor this into
your planning when you share information.
I wasn‟t aware that LinkedIn and Facebook are the only
4
two “pure-play social sites” to be publicly listed . In the
year since it was listed, Facebook‟s share price has
halved. It is perceived to have a limited life span and
there has been a negative response to advertising
content in news feeds. It seems to have been unprepared
to make money from its shift to mobile. On the other
hand, LinkedIn‟s per share profit is higher. Chris Gilmour,
Absa Investments analyst, says its business orientation
gives it “a tangible reason for existing”. All is not lost for
Facebook though as Goldman Sachs is expecting it to
double its revenue by 2015.
Do you geddit? I don‟t yet but the more I read about
reddit the more I wonder why I haven‟t already been
5
tempted through its portals. Reddit describes itself as “a
type of online community where users vote on content” ;
“anyone can create a community (called “subreddits”).
Each subreddit is independent and moderated by a team
of volunteers” ; “comments can be posted on every story
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on reddit. Comments add information, content and
6
humour”. Its blog is even more illuminating: “reddit is
not a single community; it’s an engine for creating
communities”. It adds “reddit is proof that everyone‟s
contributions, from creating a community to simply
clicking a vote button, can have a massive effect”. In
case you too wondered: an answer to the FAQ “what
7
does the name “reddit” mean? It‟s (sort of) a play on
words – ie, “I read it on reddit” “.

third party, after which you have no control of its
application.

Reddit has been in the spotlight a couple of times in the
last month or three. It started when someone wondered if
an image on Google Earth taken near his home showed
a murder scene. The picture of a trail of water leading
along a jetty was examined in minute detail by selfappointed sleuths around the world via reddit ; it was
eventually established that the wet trail was left by a
golden retriever who loved jumping into the water and
running back to repeat the exercise rather than a body
8, 9
being dragged along the jetty .

-----------------------------------Please send suggestions and contributions for future
columns to mary@lawsoc.co.za and/or
VarshaS@rmlaw.co.za

Until the next column, I‟ll continue applying myself to nonmusical hobbies and keep an eye out for Google Earth‟s
eyes in the sky.
Opinions expressed in this column are my own and not
necessarily those of my employer.

1

Jagger tweets to ensure fans get full satisfaction. Daily
Telegraph on Times Live. 24 May 2013
http://www.timeslive.co.za/thetimes/2013/05/24/jaggertweets-to-ensure-fans-get-full-satisfaction
2

10

An item on the CBS News website says “crowdsourcing
in the Internet age has taken the public‟s involvement in
solving crimes to a new level”. The Reddit Bureau of
Investigation started in 2012 “to use the power of reddit
to solve crimes/mysteries and catch criminals”. A recent
count indicated 11 133 subscribers and 775 unique
11
threads .
Although one of reddit‟s few rules states “witch hunts and
the posting of personal information are forbidden”, the
repercussions following the explosions at the Boston
Marathon highlight the downside of unreserved public
input. Speculation about the identity of likely suspects
abounded. As it happened reddit users did not alight on
the individual/s whom the authorities identified in due
course but it seems innocent people were implicated with
tragic results in at least one case. This lead to reddit's
General Manager Erik Martin issuing an apology for the
unintended consequences of the use of the service.
Putting the matter in perspective, reporter and crime
novelist James Renner says: “it‟s not a reddit problem.
It‟s a public perception problem. Readers need to
understand that this is part of the process of reporting
and not to attach stigmas on the people identified in the
12
posts”.
Law enforcement agencies are benefitting from this
application of social media, we read frequently of people
being traced when they post photos of their cars, homes,
illegally acquired possessions or environment on social
media sites. Posts have also provided evidence in cases
of cyber-bullying.
The use and abuse of information is nothing new but it
would be prudent to think thrice before submitting
personal information pertaining either to yourself or a

Twitter beefs up security. Reuters on ITWeb. 23 May
2013
http://www.itweb.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&v
iew=article&id=64286:Twitter-beefs-upsecurity&catid=147
3

Read carefully before you get LinkedIn. Christine
Greyvenstein. ITWeb. 16 May 2013
http://www.itweb.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&v
iew=article&id=64119
4

LinkedIn‟s star rising past Facebook. Nicola Mawson.
ITWeb. 23 May 2013
http://www.itweb.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&v
iew=article&id=64293
5

reddit. About
http://www.reddit.com/about/
6

How reddit works. Blog.reddit
http://blog.reddit.com/2011/09/how-reddit-works.html
7

reddit. FAQ
http://www.reddit.com/wiki/faq
8

Google Maps „murder scene‟ in Almere, Netherlands is
water trail from golden retriever. Sara C Nelson. The
Huffington Post. 18 April 2013
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/04/18/googlemaps-murder-scene-almere-netherlands-water-trailgolden-retriever_n_3107030.html
9

Google Maps „murder scene‟? Reddit users debate
Almere, Netherlands picture. The Huffington Post. 13
April 2013
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/04/13/googlemaps-murder-scene-_n_3076368.html
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10

Boston Marathon bombing “crowdsourcing” : how
citizens are using the Internet to help solve crimes.
Casey Glynn. CBS News. 21 May 2013
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-504083_162-57580106504083/boston-marathon-bombing-crowdsourcing-howcitizens-are-using-the-internet-to-help-solve-crimes/
11

The Internet is actually surprisingly good at fighting
crime. Tim Murphy. Mother Jones. 26 April 2013
http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2013/04/redditinternet-solving-fighting-crime
12

[Update] Boston Marathon bombing investigation
attracts amateur reddit sleuths. Gothamist. 17 April 2013
http://gothamist.com/2013/04/17/boston_marathon_bomb
ing_investigati.php
13

Using social web sites to solve crimes. Red Orbit. 20
April 2013
http://www.redorbit.com/news/technology/1350151/using
_social_web_sites_to_solve_crimes/
14

20 infamous crimes committed and solved on
Facebook. Alissa Skelton. Mashable. 1 March 2012
http://mashable.com/2012/03/01/facebook-crimes/
15

5 awesome vigilantes who solved crimes better than
the cops. Juan Arteaga and Tracy V. Cracked. 26 Novem
ber 2012
http://www.cracked.com/article_20129_5-awesomevigilantes-who-solved-crimes-better-than-cops.html

Compiled by:
Nico M Ferreira
Unisa Library Services
ferrenm@unisa.ac.za

Hollingum, J. Collection development policies in law firm
libraries: do we need them? in LEGAL INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT, vol. 13, no. 1, 2013, p. 62-65.
Jefferson, J.A. „We‟re going to make you popular‟:
popular collections in the modern academic law library, in
LEGAL REFERENCE SERVICES QUARTERLY, vol. 32,
no. ½, 2013, p. 78-109.
Kochkina, S. Methods of selection and acquisition of
European French monographs in an academic law
library, in COLLECTION MANAGEMENT, vol. 38, no. 2,
2013, p. 104-118.
Lao, M. The perfect is the enemy of the good: the
antitrust objections to the Google books settlement, in
ANTITRUST LAW JOURNAL, vol.78, no. 2, 2012, p. 397442.
Lenz, C. The public mission of the public law school
library, in LAW LIBRARY JOURNAL, vol. 105, no. 1,
2013, p. 31-55.
Nehme, M. The nexus between teaching and research:
easier said than done, in LEGAL EDUCATION REVIEW,
vol. 22, no. 1 & 2, p. 241-271.
Nelson, S.D. Common ethical pitfalls of digital marketing,
in FAMILY ADVOCATE, vol. 35, no. 3, 2013, p. 24-27.
Semugabi, J.A. Recent political-legal developments,
practical legal training and the Law Development Centre
Library in Uganda, in LEGAL INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT, vol. 13, no. 1, 2013, p. 43-51.
Slabbert, M. This is my kidney: I should be able to do
with it what I want: towards a legal framework for organ
transplants in South Africa, in MEDICINE AND LAW, vol.
31, no. 4, 2012, p. 617-640.

New Books noted
Change of journal title
SA Publiekreg / Public law (SAPR/PL) is now called
Southern African Public Law (SAPL)

Ackermann, L. Human dignity: lodestar for equality in
South Africa. 2012. Juta. ISBN 9780702199011 ZAR
595.00
Berger, J. et al The National Health Act: a guide. 2
2013. Siber Ink. ISBN 9781920025670 ZAR 99.00

nd

ed.

Journal Articles noted
Cihak, H.E. Temptations of the Sirens: ethical issues in
libraries, in LAW LIBRARY JOURNAL, vol. 104, no. 4,
2012, p. 531-551.
Hazan, J.G. Stop being evil: a proposal for unbiased
Google search, in MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW, vol. 111,
no. 5, 2013, p. 789-820.

Bradley, P. Expert Internet searching. 4
Facet. ISBN b9781856046053 GBP49.95

th

ed. 2013.

Brostoff, T.K. United States legal language and culture:
rd
an introduction to the US common law system. 3 ed.
2013. Oxford University Press. ISBN 9780199895458
USD65.00
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Classen, H.W. A practical guide to software licensing for
th
licensees and licensors. 5 ed. 2013. American Bar
Association:
Business
Law
Section.
ISBN
9781614388074 USD139.95
th

Emslie, T. Income tax cases and materials. 4 ed. 2012.
Taxpayer. ISBN 9780981407845 ZAR 1139.50
Enquist, A. Just writing: grammar, punctuation, and style
th
for the legal writer. 4 ed. 2013. Wolters Kluwer. ISBN
9781454826989 USD85.00
Hickley, C. Labour relations for shop stewards. 2012.
Siber Ink. ISBN 9781920025601 ZAR 248.00
Kaplan, R. Building and managing e-book collections: a
how-to-do-it manual for librarians. 2012. Facet. ISBN
9781856048378 GBP49.95
Laryea, E.T. et al International economic law: voices of
Africa. 2012. Siber Ink. ISBN 9781920025533 ZAR
398.00
Lewis, D. Enforcing competition rules in South Africa:
thieves at the dinner table. 2013. Edward Elgar
Publishing. ISBN 9781781953747 GBP80.00
Maldonado, D.B. (ed.) Constitutionalism of the global
South: the activist tribunals of India, South Africa, and
Colombia. 2013. Cambridge University Press. ISBN
9781107036215 USD120.00

Durham, N.C.: Carolina
9781611633047 USD22.00

Academic

Press.

ISBN

Rogosch, P. Data protection and Facebook: an empirical
analysis of the role of consent in social networks. 2012.
London: Global. ISBN 9783643902504 USD59.95
Rubin, E. (ed.) Legal education in the digital age. 2012.
Cambridge University Press. ISBN 9781107012202
GBP60.00
Tokiso Dispute Settlement. The dispute resolution digest
2013. 2013. Juta. ISBN 9780702199790 ZAR 300.00
Underkuffler, L.S. Captured by evil: the idea of corruption
in law. 2013. Yale University Press. ISBN
9780300173147 USD55.00
University of Wales. Department of Maritime Studies.
Lloyd‟s maritime atlas of world ports and shipping places.
th
27 ed. 2012. London: Informa Professional. ISBN
9781842145609 GBP99.00

E-resources noted
Guide to Nigerian legal information, by Yemisi Dina, see
http://www.nyulawglobal.org/Globalex/Nigeria1.htm
International children law information portal, see
http://www.familylawiclip.co.uk/

Matulewska, A. Legilinguistic translatology: a parametric
approach to legal translation. 2013. Bern: Peter Lang.
ISBN 9783034312875 GBP55.00

Uganda‟s legal system and legal sector, by Lydia Matte,
see
http://www.nyalawglobal.org/Globalex/Uganda1.htm

Mezmur, B.D. International adoption from an African
perspective. 2013. Intersentia. ISBN 9789400001435
GBP56.00

United Nations Research guides & resources, see
http://research.un.org/en/docs

Murungi, J. An introduction to African legal philosophy.
2013. Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books. ISBN
9780739174661 USD65.00
Mwale, F.A. Family and succession law in Malawi. 2012.
Kluwer Law. ISBN 9789041140203 GBP53.17
Neumann, R.K. Transactional lawyering skills: client
interviewing, counselling, and negotiation. 2013. Wolters
Kluwer Law. ISBN 97814548223251 USD19.95
Ola, O. Copyright collective administration in Nigeria:
lessons for Africa. 2013. Springer. ISBN 9783642358180
EUR49.99
Powell, S. Biglaw: How to survive the first two years of
practice in a mega-firm, or, the art of doc review. 2013.

Conference papers noted
Conference on animal rights, Pretoria, 30-31 July 2012,
see
SOUTHERN AFRICAN PUBLIC LAW, vol. 27, no. 1,
2012.
Conference on interpreting the South African Constitution
in educational contexts, Sandton, 30-31 July 2012, see
SOUTHERN AFRICAN PUBLIC LAW, vol. 27, no. 2,
2012.
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